ESPSearch: a program for finding exact sequences and patterns in DNA, RNA, or protein.
ESPSearch is a computer program for rapidly identifying nucleic acid or amino acid sequences of any length within any source sequence from promoters to entire genomes to protein libraries. ESPSearch utilizes a user-constructed database to identify many sequences simultaneously, including target sequences with wildcards and mismatches and user-specified patterns of those recognized sequences. Here we use ESPSearch to identify a variety of possible binding sites for dimeric artificial transcription factors within several p53 recognition sites and the promoter of the BAX gene. Heterodimeric and homodimeric proteins are designed using human zinc fingers by identifying groups of zinc finger binding sites meeting particular pattern constraints. ESPSearch is also used to estimate the specificity of each artificial transcription factor by searching the entire genome. Next, the specificity of several possible small interfering RNA (siRNA) sequences is determined by searching both the whole genome and the library of known human mRNAs. Finally, ESPSearch identifies proteins containing different forms of the LXXLL motif used in nuclear receptor-coactivator interactions from the human proteome, making use of user-defined groups of amino acids. ESPSearch could also be applied to other tasks involving sequence and pattern recognition on small and large scales. ESPSearch is freely available at http://web.chemistry.gatech.edu/-doyle/espsearch/.